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On Delayed Genetic Regulatory Networks With
Polytopic Uncertainties: Robust Stability Analysis
Zidong Wang*, Huijun Gao, Jinde Cao, and Xiaohui Liu
Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the robust asymptotic sta-
bility problem of genetic regulatory networks with time-varying
delays and polytopic parameter uncertainties. Both cases of differ-
entiable and nondifferentiable time-delays are considered, and the
convex polytopic description is utilized to characterize the genetic
network model uncertainties. By using a Lyapunov functional ap-
proach and linear matrix inequality (LMI) techniques, the stability
criteria for the uncertain delayed genetic networks are established
in the form of LMIs, which can be readily verified by using stan-
dard numerical software. An important feature of the results re-
ported here is that all the stability conditions are dependent on the
upper and lower bounds of the delays, which is made possible by
using up-to-date techniques for achieving delay dependence. An-
other feature of the results lies in that a novel Lyapunov functional
dependent on the uncertain parameters is utilized, which renders
the results to be potentially less conservative than those obtained
via a fixed Lyapunov functional for the entire uncertainty domain.
A genetic network example is employed to illustrate the applica-
bility and usefulness of the developed theoretical results.
Index Terms—Genetic regulatory network, linear matrix in-
equality, robust stability, time-varying delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE PAST decade has seen significant progress in genomesequencing and gene recognition, which gives rise to a
large volume of experimental data [10], [29]. However, very few
breakthroughs have been made on how to utilize these data to
understand gene functions (such as the mechanism that genes
and proteins interact with one another to form systems or net-
works that perform sophisticated and complicated biological
functions). Recent study on genetic networks with mathematical
tools is an important attempt towards this challenging problem,
aiming at filling the gap between the genome sequencing and
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the understanding of gene functions. Theoretical studies on ge-
netic networks may not only contribute to the understanding of
the gene functions, but also have potential significance on en-
gineering applications, such as developing circuits and systems
with biotechnological design principles of synthetic genetic reg-
ulatory networks and new kinds of integrated circuits like neu-
rochips learnt from biological neural networks [9], [15].
By genetic networks, we refer to biochemically dynamic sys-
tems, metabolic dynamic systems, as well as signal transduc-
tion dynamic systems. For example, for biochemically dynamic
systems, the nodes indicate the biochemicals, and the couplings
represent the biochemical interactions. This kind of networks
have become a powerful tool for studying gene regulation pro-
cesses in living organisms. Generally speaking, so far, two types
of genetic network models have been proposed and utilized [3],
[7], [8], [21], [22], [31]: Boolean model (discrete model) and
differential equation model (continuous model). In the discrete
model, only two states (that is, ON and OFF) are used to express
the activity of each gene, and the state of a gene is determined
by a Boolean function of the states of other related genes. In the
continuous model, usually a differential equation is utilized to
describe the whole network, with the state variables describing
the concentrations of gene products, such as mRNAs and pro-
teins. Using continuous values, the second approach is consid-
ered more accurate, and being able to provide more detailed un-
derstanding and insights of the dynamic behavior exhibited by
biological systems. A combination of these two models has led
to the so-called hybrid model, which describes genetic networks
in both switching and smoothly varying manners [6], [26].
Recent studies on genetic regulatory networks are fruitful,
and many important results have been reported in the literature.
These results make significant contributions for discovering
higher order structure of an organism and for gaining deep
insights into both static and dynamic behaviors of genetic net-
works by extracting functional information from observation
data. Similarly to other dynamic systems, stability is a key prop-
erty for genetic regulatory networks, and readers are referred
to [1], [2], [7], [22], [32] for some recent results. It has been
recognized that the slow processes of transcription, translation,
and translocation or the finite switching speed of amplifiers will
inevitable cause time delays, which should be taken into account
in the biological systems or artificial genetic networks in order
to have more accurate models [24]. It has been shown in [27],
by mathematically modelling recent data, that the observed
oscillatory expression and activity of three proteins is most
likely to be driven by transcriptional delays, and delays can have
significant impact both on the dynamical behavior of models
and on numerical parameter prediction. Therefore, the effects
1536-1241/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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of transcriptional delays should be assessed in the dynamics of
genetic networks whose time scales are short and transcription
is regulated by feedback. However, the incorporation of time
delays brings great challenges, as the dynamics of the genetic
networks will generally change from finite dimension to infinite
dimension.
Theoretical results obtained for genetic networks with or
without time delays are scattered in the literature. To mention
just a few, the regulatory effect on the RNA polymerase binding
of the transcription factor proteins produced by other genes
has been analyzed in [16], where a dynamic system has been
modeled for such an interacting chain and its behavior has been
analyzed under various assumptions concerning the dependence
of binding on the transcription factor concentration. In [1], a
simple gene circuit has been constructed, which consists of
regulator and transcriptional repressor modules in Escherichia
coli, and the gain of stability produced by negative feedback has
been given. A model has been presented in [7] for genetic reg-
ulatory networks with time delays and the nonlinear properties
of the model have been analyzed in terms of local stability and
bifurcation. In [22], a nonlinear model for genetic regulatory
networks with SUM regulatory functions has been presented,
and the stabilities of genetic networks with time-varying delays
or stochastic perturbations have been investigated. Very recently,
in [30], the asymptotic stability has been discussed for the
delayed GRNs with SUM regulatory logic, where time delays
are assumed to be time-varying and belong to given intervals.
On the other hand, from the systems point of view, when mod-
eling a dynamic system, one can hardly obtain an exact model. In
other words, there is always some error between the mathemat-
ical model and the physical system, which can be represented in
the form ofexternal perturbations, parameter fluctuations and un-
structureddynamics[38].Thisalsoapplies to themodellingofge-
netic regulatory networks, and the analysis results without taking
into account modeling uncertainties may not be as useful as ex-
pected inrealapplications.Therefore, it isessentialand important
toinvestigate therobuststabilityof thegeneticregulatorynetwork
with parameter uncertainties/perturbations. To the best of the au-
thors’ knowledge, up to now, little effort has been made towards
this challenging problem, which motivates the present study.
In this paper, we are concerned with the robust asymptotic sta-
bility of genetic regulatory networks with time-varying delays
and parameter uncertainties. Two cases of time delays are con-
sidered (differentiable and nondifferentiable), and the parameter
uncertainty considered here is assumed to be of polytopic-type.
By using a Lyapunov functional approach and the linear matrix
inequality (LMI) techniques, robust asymptotic stability is es-
tablished in terms of LMIs that can be readily solved by using
standard numerical software (such as Matlab) [5], [11]. An im-
portant feature of the results reported here is that all the condi-
tions are dependent on the upper and lower bounds of the de-
lays, and the traditional assumption that the derivatives of the
delays are less than 1 (as used in [22]) is no longer required
in our analysis. Another feature of the results lies in that an
advanced Lyapunov functional dependent on the uncertain pa-
rameters has been utilized, which renders the results to be po-
tentially less conservative than those obtained by using a fixed
Lyapunov functional for the entire uncertainty domain.
Notations: The notations used throughout the paper are fairly
standard. The superscript “ ” stands for matrix transposition;
denotes the -dimensional Euclidean space (with used for
the case ); means that the matrix is real, sym-
metric, and positive definite; and 0 represent identity matrix
and zero matrix, respectively. For symmetric block matrices or
long matrix expressions, an asterisk is used to represent a
term that is induced by symmetry. Matrices, if their dimensions
are not explicitly stated, are assumed to be compatible for alge-
braic operations.
II. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
To facilitate the readers, before the problem formulation, we
introduce the commonly used gene network models in this sec-
tion. Let us start from a single gene auto-regulatory genetic net-
work [36]
(1)
Here, and are the concentrations of mRNA
and protein, and their rates of degradation are denoted by, re-
spectively, and . is the translation rate, and the function
represents the feedback regulation of the protein on
transcription. Taking into account the transcriptional time delay,
we have the following model [27]:
(2)
It has been shown in [27] that the observed oscillatory expres-
sion and activity of three proteins are most likely to be driven
by transcriptional delays.
In a genetic regulatory network, a number of genes interact
and regulate the expression of other genes by proteins, the gene
derivatives. The change in expression of a gene is governed
by the stimulation and inhibition of proteins in transcriptional,
translational, and post-translational processes. The following
differential equations have been used recently to describe the
genetic regulatory networks [7], [9]:
(3)
where and are the concentrations of mRNA
and protein of the th node, whose decay rates are denoted by
and respectively; is the translation rate, and the function
represents the feedback regulation of the protein on the tran-
scription, which is generally a nonlinear function but has a form
of monotonicity with each variable [8], [31]. From (3) we can
see that, in this network, for any single gene , there is only one
output to other genes, but multiple inputs
from other genes. Readers are referred to
[7] for more detailed information about the structure and regula-
tion mechanism of the genetic network. Being a monotonic in-
creasing or decreasing regulatory function, usually takes the
Michaelis-Menten or Hill form. In this paper, the function
is taken as ,
which is called SUM logic [20], [37] because each transcription
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factor acts additively to regulate the th gene. is a mono-
tonic function of the Hill form, that is, if transcription factor
is an activator of gene , then
(4)
and if transcription factor is a repressor of gene , then
(5)
Here, is the Hill coefficients; is a positive constant; is
a bounded constant, which is the dimensionless transcriptional
rate of transcription factor to . Based on (4) and (5), the gene
networks in (3) can be rewritten as
(6)
where is the set of all the which is a repressor of gene ,
and is defined as follows: if
transcription factor is an activator of gene ; if there
is no link from gene to gene ; and if transcription
factor is a repressor of gene . By denoting
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
system (6) can be rewritten into the following compact matrix
form:
(7)
Let and
be an equilibrium of (7). That
is, is the solution of equation
(8)
By using the following transformation:
an intended equilibrium point of system (7) can be
shifted to the origin
(9)
where
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Since is a monotonically increasing function with saturation,
it satisfies the following constraint:
(10)
for all . Thus, the function satisfies the sector
condition
which is equivalent to the following one:
It can be noticed that the genetic network in (3) has now been
transformed into a kind of Lur’e system. In general, in modeling
a gene regulatory network, one can hardly obtain exact values
of the matrices in (9). Therefore, we consider the following un-
certain genetic networks with time-varying delays:
(11)
where represent uncertain system matrices. It
is assumed that
(12)
where is a given convex bounded polyhedral domain de-
scribed by vertices
and denotes the th vertex of the
polytope.
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Remark 1: The parameter uncertainties considered in this
paper are assumed to be of polytopic type, entering into all the
matrices of the genetic network model. The polytopic uncer-
tainty has been widely used in the problems of robust analysis
of uncertain dynamic systems (see, for instance, [13] and the
references therein), and many practical systems possess param-
eter uncertainties which can be either exactly modelled or over-
bounded by the polytopic uncertainty .
Remark 2: Note that system (11) involves the uncertain pa-
rameter that forms the polytopic uncertainty . It is clear from
the sector condition on the function that the equilibrium (if it
exists) of (11) is just the trivial (zero) solution. Obviously, the ex-
istence of the equilibrium of (11) is dependent on the uncertain
parameter . Therefore, this paper aims to deal with the anal-
ysis problem for the robust stability of (11), that is, how to es-
tablish sufficient conditions under which the system (11) remains
asymptotically stable for all admissible parameter uncertainties
in and make sure that such conditions are as less conservative
as possible. Our next goal, which is one of our future research
topics, is then to deal with the synthesis problem, i.e., how to
“stabilize” a possibly unstable gene regulatory network by de-
veloping control (or intervention) strategies to modify dynamical
behavior. It should be pointed out that, when the gene network
is viewed as a dynamical system, external control (or interven-
tion) can be applied to make the controlled network achieve de-
sired behaviors such as the stability of the gene expression level
regardless of the parameter variation within a certain range.
Remark 3: Time delays are frequently encountered in not
only the biological networks but also many other practical engi-
neering systems, such as communication, electronics, hydraulic,
and chemical systems. It is now well known that time delay is
one of the main causes of instability and poor performance of
a control system [25]. In the past decade, stability analysis and
synthesis problems for various time-delay systems have gained
considerable research interests and a large amount of results
have appeared in the literature, see, e.g., [4], [12], [13], [17],
[22], [33], and [35]. Recently, the problem of delay-dependent
stability analysis for time-delay systems has received much at-
tention and fruitful results have been reported. For example,
some delay-dependent stability conditions for continuous-time
systems with constant time-delays have been proposed in [28].
For the case when time-varying delays are considered, corre-
sponding results can be found in [14], [19], [23]. It is noticed
that, up to now, most existing results are restrictive to some ex-
tent since they have assumed that either the derivatives of the
delays are less than 1 (e.g., [22]) or the employed Lyapunov
functional is fixed for the entire uncertainty domain [33]–[35].
Therefore, one of the objectives in this paper is to remove the re-
strictions and reduce the possible conservatism by introducing
an advanced parameter-dependent Lyapunov functional.
In this paper, we assume that the time-varying delays
and are continuous. Now, let us consider the following two
cases of the time-varying delays:
Remark 4: The difference between the above two delay cases
lies in whether the time delays are differentiable. It is worth
noting that in either case, different from [22], we do not require
the derivatives of the delays to be less than 1. We will give sta-
bility conditions for the above two cases in the next section.
III. ROBUST STABILITY OF GENETIC NETWORKS
In this section, we present robust stability conditions for the
genetic networks with time-varying delays described in the
above section. Firstly we consider Case I.
Theorem 1: The genetic network in (11) with time varying
delays satisfying Case I is robustly asymptotically stable if there
exist matrices
and diagonal matrices
, satisfying
(13)
where
with
(14)
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Proof: Consider the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii
functional:
where
Then, along the solution of (11), the time derivative of is
given by
(15)
(16)
(17)
By using Proposition B.8 in [17] we have
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In addition, based on (9), for any matrices and , we have
where
(18)
Define
From the sector condition, we have
that is,
(19)
Then, from (15)–(19) we have
(20)
where (all the subscripts
in are replaced with and are given
in (14).
On the other hand, for any satisfying ,
we have
(21)
Therefore, from (20) we have for all nonzero .
This means that the genetic regulatory network in (11) is
robustly asymptotically stable for all admissible parameters
[18].
It is worth noting that in deriving the robust stability condition
in Theorem 1, some novel ideas have been introduced to reduce
the conservativeness.
1. Firstly, a new Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional has been
introduced. The advantages of this new Lyapunov-
Krasovskii functional are two folds. On one hand, it deals
with the time-varying delay (with both lower bound
and upper bound ) as two successive delay compo-
nents, that is, and , and the corresponding
Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional in (15) aims at treating
these two delay components separately. In such a way,
both the lower bound and upper bound has been
brought into the final robust stability condition. On the
other hand, the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional in (15)
is dependent on the uncertain parameter , which is in
contrast to the well-established robust stability notion
in the quadratic framework that uses a fixed Lyapunov
function for the entire uncertainty domain.
2. In deriving the robust stability in Theorem 1, no model
transformation has been performed. It is noted that in de-
riving delay-dependent stability conditions, a common ap-
proach is to transform the original system to another one
by using the Newton-Leibniz formula. In this framework,
usually we have to employ some bounding techniques to
find upper bounds for the inner product between two vec-
tors. These bounding techniques involve some matrix in-
equalities. Employing these inequalities will inevitably in-
crease conservatism into the derived conditions. However,
it is worth emphasizing that in our derivation, no system
transformation and thus no inequality is needed for seeking
upper bounds of the inner product between two vectors (see
the Proof of Theorem 1). This feature has the potential to
enable us to obtain less-conservative results.
For Case II, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The genetic network in (11) with time varying
delays satisfying Case II is robustly asymptotically stable if
there exist matrices
and diagonal matrices ,
satisfying
where , and is given in (14).
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Fig. 1. A genetic network model.
Proof: Consider the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii
functional:
where and are given in (15). Then, the theorem
can be proved along similar lines as in the proof of The-
orem 1.
Remark 5: The robust stability conditions given in both The-
orem 1 and Theorem 2 are linear matrix inequalities over the
decision variables to be determined. These conditions can be
easily verified using some standard numerical software.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, we use two examples to show the usefulness of
our theoretical results developed. The first example is a numer-
ical one on a genetic network with five nodes, and the second
example is concerned with a synthetic oscillatory network of
transcriptional regulators with three repressor-protein concen-
trations and their corresponding mRNA concentrations as the
continuous dynamical variables.
Example 1: Consider a small size (but of complex coupling
topology) genetic network with five nodes, shown in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 1, each ellipse represents a gene, and the lines between
two genes represent regulatory links, in which the solid line and
dashed line denote activation and repression respectively. It is
assumed that the dimensionless transcriptional rates are all 0.5.
According to the definition of links in Section II, we can obtain
the coupling matrix of this network as
and in (7). We consider the genetic
network in Fig. 1 with time-varying delays. Let the system ma-
trices in (11) be given as follows:
where and represent uncertain parameters.
Then, the above uncertain genetic network can be represented
by a four-vertex polytopic genetic network, with four vertex ma-
trices given by
In addition, let the function in (7) be given by
i.e., the Hill coefficient is 2. It is easy to know that the maximal
value of the derivative of is . The time delays
are assumed to be
and therefore we can get the parameters as follows:
By solving the condition in Theorem 1 using the LMI toolbox in
Matlab, we can obtain a feasible solution with the following ob-
tained matrix variables (for space consideration, here we only
list the matrix variables and , at the bottom of the next
page): This shows that this genetic network is robustly asymp-
totically stable.
Example 2.: In this example, we use a synthetic oscillatory
network of transcriptional regulators to further illustrate our re-
sult. This network has been adopted as the mathematical model
of the repressilator, which has been experimentally investigated
in [9]. In this model, three repressor-protein concentrations, ,
and their corresponding mRNA concentrations, (where
is or ) are treated as continuous dynamical vari-
ables. Each of these six molecular species participates in tran-
scription, translation, and degradation reactions. Here we con-
sider only the symmetrical case in which all three repressors are
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identical except for their DNA-binding specificities. By incor-
porating time delays, the kinetics of the system are determined
by six coupled first-order differential equations:
(22)
where and have the following three pairs of values:
. is the Hill coefficient.
and are the delay times for the proteins and mRNA,
respectively. From (22) we have
(23)
Then, by selecting
we obtain system (7) with the following parameters:
Let the Hill coefficient be 2. Then we have for (10).
In addition, assume the parameters and . In this
example, we assume the time delays to be
By solving the condition in Theorem 1 using the LMI toolbox
in Matlab, we can obtain a feasible solution with the following
obtained matrix variables (for space consideration, here we only
list the matrix variables and ):
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This shows that the synthetic oscillatory network of transcrip-
tional regulators is asymptotically stable under the above con-
ditions.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented two robust asymptotic stability
conditions for genetic regulatory networks with differentiable
or nondifferentiable time-varying delays. Convex polytopic
description is utilized to characterize the genetic network
model uncertainties. These conditions are formulated in terms
of linear matrix inequalities, which can be readily solved by
using standard numerical software. By utilizing some advanced
techniques, both the upper and lower bounds of the delays
are brought into the final robust stability conditions. Another
feature of the results lies in that a novel Lyapunov functional
dependent on the uncertain parameters has been utilized, which
leads the results to be potentially less conservative than those
obtained by using a fixed Lyapunov functional for the entire
uncertainty domain. A genetic network example has illustrated
the applicability and usefulness of the developed theoretical
results.
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